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Introduction. We confine our remarks to a summary of the contents of

the paper.' A brief history of the problem together with a bibilography

may be found in [3].

In §0 we collect notation, definitions and some theorems used in the

remainder of the paper, including an existence theorem for the variational

problem (Theorem 0.1).

In §1 we show that if Amu = 0 in Br, a closed disk of radius r

(A=(d/dx1)2+(d/dx2)2),

then u satisfies

(*) f I Vmu\2dx£l(m)r f  \Vmu\2ds,      l(m) = 2m - 1.
JBr JsBr'

(Vmu = {D^Dpu}, «! -f «2 = m, \ Vmu|2 = weighted sum of squares of

components of Vnu (see §0); Dj = (d/dxj).)

This estimate may be obtained easily for m = 1, from a direct com-

parison of Fourier coefficients. Direct computation succeeds for m = 2

but the complication increases with m and this approach seems to fail

for general m. If a function / on Br allows the expansion,

/~ a0(r)/2 + S an(r) cosnd + bn(r) sinnfl,
n = l

then in the usual way we define the conjugate function

/~ a0(r)/2 -f £ bn(r) cosnö — a„(r) sinne.

A more esthetically pleasing definition results if we consider only func-

tions for which a0(r) = 0, but this is not necessary for our purposes. With

the aid of Green's Theorem and some lemmas concerning the conjugate

function which are of some interest in themselves, we prove (*) by in-
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HIGHER ORDER DOUBLE INTEGRAL VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS 109

auction. The remainder of the paper offers a treatment parallel to that

in[3].
In §2 we introduce Morrey's lemma on Dirichlet growth which asserts

that a family of functions whose Dirichlet integral (J~\Vu\2dx) is at

most Ar2* (0 < X < 1) over disks of radius r and all sufficiently small r,

satisfies a uniform Holder condition on compact sets. (See Lemma 2.1

for a precise statement.) This is easily applied to prove a similar theorem

if f\Vmu\2dx^Ar2x (Lemma 2.2), and it is then possible to conclude

that Vm_1u is uniformly Holder continuous on compact sets.

With the aid of (*) we extend to the case of arbitrary m a condition

sufficient to insure "Dirichlet growth" (Lemma 2.3; compare [ 1, The-

orem 6.1]). This leads easily to our first regularity result concerning vari-

ational problems for double integrals whose integrands depend on deri-

vatives of order m (see (2.8) and Theorem 2.1). The remainder of §2 deals

with uniformly elliptic systems of equations in integrated form (see Defi-

nition 2.1 for conditions). Uniform growth properties are established

in preparation for their application to the variational problem, hence no

regularity is assumed for the coefficients since none can be expected for

the coefficients arising from the variational problem.

Finally, in §3 a difference quotient procedure is applied to the integrated

form of the Euler-Lagrange equations. The difference quotients are shown

to satisfy a system of elliptic equations with uniform bounds. Solutions

to the variational problem are then shown to have Holder continuous mth

derivatives on interior domains (Theorem 3.2). While this still is a step

shy of the classical Euler-Lagrange equations, further results may be

obtained by applying the continuity method to the integrated equations

whose coefficients are now Holder continuous (for m = 1 see, e.g., [2]).

0. Notation and background. E, is ^-dimensional Euclidean space with

points x= (x1,x2, ••■,x"). In any theorem or lemma v = 2 except if v ap-

pears explicitly. D or G is a bounded domain in Eu (open connected set)

with boundary dG and G= G\JdG; B(x,r) = open ball of radius r and

center x in E, (br if no confusion arises); u is generally a vector or tensor

function (u\ ■ ■-,uN); Cm(G) = functions u continuous together with m

derivatives in G (m = 0, • • •, °°); Cm(G) = functions u in C^G) extend-

able to Cm(d) for some DDG; a= (aua2, •• -,a„), a; a non-negative in-

teger.

d° = d;id;2...d;, a = A, i«i =ai+«2+...+«,;
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for polar coordinates p,d; if </> = \ <t>'a and 0 = {0i(, for j = 1,2, • • • n, then

* = Z«£,N=iC„ where C. = |a|!/a,!f • •-,<*,!.    |0|2 = 0.0. u,j

^du/dx1 u,a = D°u «=(«u...,a,); Vmu:={u:o}, |o| = m, i = 1,2,

••■,N, if u = (u1 • • • uN) ■ Jaf(x)dx = Lebesgue integral with respect

to v-dimensional Euclidean measure dx. HZiG) equals the "closure of

C°(G) functions with respect to the norm (0.1)" (more precisely, equiv-

alence classes of such functions).

\utto=[<u,u)Mm,

H^(G) is known to be a Hilbert Space (see, e.g., [4]). HUG) = "closure

of C°(G)" in the norm (0.1), where CC°°(G) = functions of G which vanish

outside some compact set A C G. We will say that an element u of HZiG)

has a certain point property if some representative u of u has it. Sum-

mation convention is employed without mention. Dm(u,G) = fG\ Vmu\2dx;

|Vma|2= weighted sum of squares of components of u.

Theorem 0.1. Let G<ZEy be bounded and suppose

(0.2) f(x,z,p)^s\p\2 + t

(for notation see paragraph below Lemma 2.3) and is convex in p for each

(x,z). Let F be a family of functions u of class H^iG) which is (i) closed with

respect to weak convergence in HZiG), (ii) contains a function ux for which

I(uu G) < co, (in) is such that for each u£F we may find a u* in a family

F* with |u*|£G = B on F*. so that u* - u£HUG)- Then I(u,G) takes

on its minimum in F.

Proof. For m = 1 see [ 1 ]. The proof for any m is a simple reworking of

the case m = 1 see, e.g., [5].

The following are standard results. Complete proofs may be found in

[4] or [6].

Theorem 0.2. C{Br) is dense in H^(Br).

Lemma 0.1. Suppose u{x)£H\{G), v(x) G C°(G) and S7u(x) = v(x) a.e.

Then there is a function u(x) = u(x) a.e. such that ü(x) G Cl(G) and Vu(x)

= v(x).

We use the following form of Sobolev's lemma.

Lemma 0.2. // uEC\Z-oH?{Br) then u£C"(Br).

Lemma 0.3. Suppose 0G#21(G), es is the x1 unit vector, and DCG is

such that

<bh = h-'itix + he,) - 0(x)]
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is defined for 0 <\h\ <h0. Then <pk-+<t>,j in H%~\D).

Lemma 0.4. Bounded sets in H2(G) are relatively compact with respect to

weak convergence.

Lemma 0.5. // \un\ converges weakly to u in H2(G) then {un} converges

strongly to u in H2~l(G).

Lemma 0.6. // liGi^W, then there exists a constant -n(m,v) and a

function UEH\\(B2R) such that U(x) = u(x) for x£BR and

Dm(U,B2R) ^v(m,v)ZR2(J~m) \ \VJu\2dx.
i-o Jbr

1. An estimate for poly harmonic functions.

Lemma 1.1. Suppose u and v £ C"{Br — j x0(). Then, if 0 < p < r, 0

g \a\ =< m, 0 g \ß\ gm, and m = 0,1, • • •, it follows that

(1.1) ö;(u,i)^,i) + ß;,(u,2)ß>,2) = t\aD>D>,

where byS = cySp~", p = p(y,o) is a non-negative integer, and the sum in (1.1)

is taken for 0 ^\y\ Sm + 1, 0 ^ 151 gm + 1, and cyS are constants.

Proof. Express utl and u,2 in polar coordinates, then use Leibniz's rule

for differentiating products. Now let ( )j = d'( )/ddJ. The result is

Zfc(u,,) - Ai(u)(cos0), - BJa(u)(sme)p
(1.2)

Dj(u)2) = BJa(u)(cos0)j + AJa(u)(sm6)j,

where j is summed from 1 to a2 and

Ai(u) = Ci/Jj«, 7 = y(a,j),    0 $h| S hi + 1,

L3 fl>(a) - K^-<(i,Z)>,     0£|«| gro + 1,

Hence, recalling that (cosö), = cos(0 4-./V/2) and (sin0); = sin(0+ ./ir/2)

we find

(1.4)

where

Z^(u„)/J>,i) + D^(u,2)D%(v,2)

= X,*[ Ai(u)A*d>) + BL(u)Bfa)] + n„[AUu)Bi(u) - B'a(u)A%v)\,

\jk = (cos0),(cos0)* + (sinö);(sinö)* = cosj^ (/'-*) |1,

M;* = (sin0);(cos0)* - (cos0);(sin0)4 = sin j^(; - k) ̂  J .

Thus X;A and pjk are constants. The proof is completed by substituting

(1.3) in (1.4).

Lemma 1.2. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 1.1, we may find aaä = caä(m)p~p

such that
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(1.5) Vmu - Vmv = a^D^uD^v,      |«|^m,   \ß\ ^ m,

where p = p(a,ß) is a non-negative integer, and caß are constants.

Proof. Since

ym+lu _ Vm+!v = Vm(U)1) . Vm(ütl) + Vm(U)2) • Vm(v,z)

we may use induction on m and Lemma 1.1.

Definition 1.1. For uEC(Br) and p > 0 we define

n
sN(u,p,6) = a0/2 + £ [a„cosnö + 6„sinre0],

n=l

where

1 C2'
an = an(u,p,6) = - I    u(p, 9) cos n6de,

7T Jo

1 f2'
bn = bn(u,p,e) = - I    u(p,e) sinne de.

■k Jo

Lemma 1.3. Suppose u£C°°(Br) and 0 < p ^ r. Then for each p and

m = 0,1, • ■ • we find

(1.6) I   \Vm(u-sN)\2de = J    |Vmu|2dö-| \VmsN\2de

and

(1.7) lim      \Vm(u- sN)\2de = 0.

Proof. Evidently, dsN/d6 = sN(ue,p,e) and dsN/dp = sN(up,p,6) hence,

by induction, we infer that

(1.8) D;esN(u,P,e) = snOF^pJ).

From Lemma 1.2 and (1.8) we conclude that

(1.9) J^2'|Vm(u-sN)|2d(? = a„aJo [D>-Sjv(D»][D>-sN(D»]d0,

where a and ß are summed over |a| ^ m and \ß\ i£ m. (1.7) follows by

first applying the Schwarz inequality to the right side of (1.9) followed by

the Riesz-Fischer theorem in L2[(0,27r)] applied to the functions D^u, and

IJ%u. From a Fourier expansion for / and g in L2 we see that

I   (f-sN(f))(g-sN(g))de= I   fsde-\ sN(f)sN(g)de.

Apply this result to the right side of (1.9), taking /= D"tu and g = D%u.
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Then, usir? (1.8) to commute operations, a backwards application of

Lemma 1.2 proves (1.6).

Theorem 1.1. // uGC"(ßr) then

f \Vn(u-sN)\2dx< oo.

Moreover,

(1.10) lim f |Vm(u-sN)|2dx = 0

and

(1.11) f \Vm(u-sN)\2dx= f \Vmu\2dx-f \VmsN\2dx.
J Bp J Br J Br

Proof. First use (1.6) to establish dominated convergence of the integrals

in question in polar coordinates, then integrate (1.6) and (1.7).

Definition 1.2. u £ T(Br) if and only if for some an and bn in C"[(0,r)]

N

u = a0(p)/2 + X [an(p)cosnd + 6„(p)sinn0],      0 < p g r.
n=l

Lemma 1.4. T{Br) f\H2(Br) is a dense linear subset of HZiBr).

Proof. Theorem 1.1 shows that T{Br) f\ H™{Br) is dense in C"(Br) with

respect to the HZiBr) norm. Theorem 0.2 asserts that C°(Br) is dense

in m(Br).
Definition 1.3. If u£T(Sr) we define JT: T(Br) —> T(Br) by the for-

mula

N

JTu = a0{p)/2 + Z [bn(p)cos nd — a„(p) sin n0].
n = l

Lemma 1.5. // u £ T{Br) then for 0 < p < r

;d».
/•2t fir

J    (JTu)(JTv) dd = J U-IH

Proof. By direct computation.

Lemma 1.6.  // u£T(Br) then so is D^u, and JT(D;eu) = D;e(JTu).

Proof. If D^=d/d0 or d/dp we may compute directly. The general

case follows by induction.

Lemma 1.7. // u £ T(Br) n H?(Br) then

\VJ(JTu)\2dx= \   \VJu\2dx,     ;' = 0,1,. ••,!».

Proof. Use Lemma 1.2 to evaluate \ VJ(JTu)\2. In the resulting sum
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commute D"^ and JT using Lemma 1.6. Integrate from 0 to 2ir, then apply

Lemma 1.5. To complete the proof, reapply Lemma 1.2, multiply by p

and integrate from 0 to r.

Theorem 1.2. There exists a unique bounded linear transformation

J:L2(Br)-^L2(Br)

whose restriction to T(Br) C\L2(Br) is equal to JT. For every integer m ^ 0,

the restriction of J to H2(Br) is, in the norm of that space, a bounded linear

transformation. In addition, J has the properties enumerated below.

1 f2'
(1.12) J2u = -      ude - u (a.e.inp).

TT JO

(1.13) As an operator on H2(Br), m S>= 2, J commutes with A.

(1.14) J is an isometric transformation on each space H2(Br), m = 0,1,2, • • •.

(1.15) If uE HfiBr) and j = 0,1, • • •, m then

f* I vV") 12de = f *' I V'u|2d0,

for almost every p: 0 < p < r.

(1.16) If uE L2(Br) then for almost every p, u is given by its Fourier series

in 0. Hence, Ju is given by the conjugate series for almost all p. That is, with

respect to convergence in L2[(0, 2iv)], we have

Ju = a0(p)/2 + £ [Mp)cos nd — an(p)sin nd}.

Proof. From Lemma 1.4, JT is densely defined. From Lemma 1.7, JT

is isometric on T(Br) Pi H2(Br) (m = 0,1, •••)• Hence, a unique isometric

extension exists for each H2(Br). The extensions all agree since H% con-

vergence implies Hl2 convergence for I ^ m. (1.12) and (1.13) are easily

checked on T(Br). They persist because of the continuity of J for all the

spaces H% and that of A on H? (m^2). (1.14) implies that

jB \ VJ(Ju)\2dx = jB |V'u|2dx

for uEH2(Br) and ; = 0,1, ••■,m. (1.15) then follows by differentiating

with respect to p. (1.16) follows from (1.15) for = 0, an application of

Fubini's theorem in polar coordinates, and L2[(0,2ir)] convergence of a

Fourier series.

Remark. If Jp and Jr (p < r) are the maps of the preceding theorem

defined for Bp and Br, respectively, then J„ is a restriction of Jr. This is

easily established by approximating on Br by functions of T(Br), then

cutting them down to T(BP). We often denote Ju by u.
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Theorem 1.3. C°°(Br), C?(Br), and H20(Br) are invariant under J.

Proof. If u£C°°(ßr) then u £ C\Z=0H^BP) for 0 < P < r. Thus, Ju

eC\Z=0H^(Bp). It follows from Sobolev's lemma that Ju £ C"° ,

0<p<r, and hence Ju£C°(ßr). Now if u£Cc"(ßr) it follows from

(1.14) for m = 0 that Ju vanishes outside the support of u. The remaining

assertion follows by approximation.

Theorem 1.4. If uEHl(Br) is harmonic in Br then so is ü. Moreover,

u and ü satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations utl — u,2 = 0, u,2 + u,i = 0.

Proof. Au = Au = 0 = 0 hence u is harmonic. It is well known that

u = a0/2 + Z (p/r)"(a„cosnd + bnsmn6),

hence

ü~ = a0/2 + Z (p/r)"(bncosnd — ansinnd).
n = l

Evidently up = p~lu~s and Tlp = — p~lu„. But these are the polar Cauchy-

Riemann equations.

Theorem 1.5. // u* £ H2(G) and G is bounded, then there is a unique

function u £ fl?(G) Pi C°°(G) such that u - u* £ HUG) and Amu = 0 in G.

Proof. See [4].

Lemma 1.8. // v and w £ C°°([0,2*-]) and u(0) = 1/(2*-), u>(0) = u>(2*-),

then

f2* 1 r2'
tw9d(9g- (v2+w$dd.

Jo 2 Jo

Proof. Expand in a Fourier series and use the inequality ab g \(a2 4- 62).

Lemma 1.9. Suppose v, wEC°°(Br). Then

f I |Vf|2 + |Vu>|2}d;c

gf w,2)2+(v,2 + wtl)2)dx + r2 f (|Vi;|24-|Vu;|2)d0.
jBr JgBr

Proof. From Green's theorem and a change to polar coordinates in the

resulting boundary integral we find

I   (\Vv\2 + \Vw\*)dx
J Br

= J   [(«,, - w,2)2+ (v,2 + wtl)2]dx + 2 I vw„dd.
jBr JsBr

An application of Lemma 1.8 yields
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l[  vw,dd^(   [v? + Ws2) de g r2 f   (I Vu|2 + | Vw\*)de
JäBr JdBr JBBr

from which the desired result follows.

Lemma 1.10. Suppose v, w^ H2(BR). For each r: 0 <r ^ R let Vr and

Wr be functions in H2(Br), such that (Vr-v) and (Wr - w) £ HS,(Br).

Then, for almost all r: 0<r^R, we have Vnv and V"*u; £ L2[ (0,2*)],

and for such r

(1.17)
<

J". (|VmVr|2 + |VmWr|2)dx

f (| Vm-'Fr|2 + | V^Grtfdx + r2 f   (| Vmi;|2 + | Vmw\*) dö,

where Fr= VrA- Wr,2 and Gr= Vr,2 + Wril.

Proof. Let vn, wneC°{BR) be such that vn—>v and wn^>w in H2(BR).

By passing to a subsequence if necessary we conclude from the theorems

of Fubini and Fatou that (a.e. in r)

(1.18)    lim j   \Vm(v- v„)\2de = \im f  | Vm(w - wn)\2d6 = 0.

Since (Vr — v) and (Wr — w) are in H^Br) we may find Cc°° (ZL) func-

tions (bnr -> Vr ~ V,   *nr^Wr-W   III   H2(Br).    Let   V„. = V„ + <t>„,   W„ = Wn

+ 4>nr. Evidently, V^-* V„ W„^Wr in #?(£,). We apply Lemma 1.9

to find that

(|VmVnr|2 + |VmWnr|2d;c

r
=     Za(|VVU2 + |VW„,a|2)<Lr

Jar

= f Zaiuv^,- wnr,2),„]2+[(vn,,2+ wVi),J2,dx
./ Br

+ r2 f  ZCa(|V(;n,([|2 + |Vu;n,a|2)d0,

where the sums are taken for |a| = m — 1. From (1.18) and the H2 con-

vergence of V„ and W„ to Vr and Wr the lemma follows.

Theorem 1.6. Suppose u £ H2(BR) and Ur is the function of Theorem 1.5

for G=Br (i.e., AmUr = 0, Ur - u £ H%(Br)). Then for l(m) = 2m - 1

and almost all r: 0 <r ^ R,

{1.19)m f |VmLL|2dx^/(m)r f |Vmu|2ds.
jBr JdBr

Proof. Let ü be the conjugate of u in Bfi and let Ur be the conjugate of

Ur'm Br. From Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 ü£_ff2"(ßfi), cTr - ü£ /7£,(ßr), and

AmUr =0. For m = 1 take Vr = Ur, Wr = Ur, v = u, and w = ü in (1.17).
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From Theorem 1.4 Fr = Gr = 0 and thus (a.e. in r, 0<riÄ)

(1.20)       f (|VfJr|2 + |VL7r|2)dxgr2 f   (|Vu|2 + |VÜ|2)d0.
JBr JdBr

Applying (1.14) and (1.15) to the left and right sides of (1.20) respectively

we find (1.19)i. Assuming (1.19)m_i, we again take Vr = Ur, Wr = U„

v= u, w = ü in (1.17) to find after an application of (1.14) and (1.15) to

the left- and right-hand sides as before, that for almost all r: 0 < r ^ R

\VmUr\2dx

(1.21)

gl f (I Vm_1Fr|24-| Vm"1Gr|2)dx + r2 f |Vmu|:
2 JBr JöBr

de.

However, since A"1 lUr and Am lUr= Am 1Ur are conjugate harmonic we

observe that

Am~lFr = (A"1-1 !l/r),i — (A^L/^-O

Am_1Gr = (Am-1rjr),2+ (A""1 ff,),»- 0.

If we let / = uA — ü~,2 andg = u,2 + it is easy to check that /, g g -fi?" H-Bä)

and (Fr-/), (Gr - g) E Hl~'(Br). Thus we may apply (1.19)m_, to the

pairs F„ f and Gr, g which, combined with (1.21), yields (a.e. in r)

( \VmUr\2dx

zh(m-i)r\   (IV"-7|24-|V—'gfids + r f \Vmu\2ds.
2 JdBr JäBr

If we substitute for / and g their values in terms of u and u~ and use ele-

mentary estimates, this becomes (a.e. in r)

(1.22)

f \VmUr\2dx
jBr

^\l{m-l)r{   2(| Vmu|2 + | Vmü\2)ds + r f \Vmu\2ds.
6 JsBr JdBr

Finally, another application of (1.15) to the right side of (1.22) yields

(a.e. in r)

f \VmUr\2dx^[2l(m-l) + l}r [ \Vmu\2ds
JBr JäBr

which is just (1.19)m.

2. Dirichlet growth and regularity.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose a tensor v(x) E H\{G) and, for some L independent

ofr.
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(2.1) f^\Vv\2dx^L2(^y, O^r^R,

whenever BRQG. Then

(2.2) lifo) - o(xd\ £ C,(A)LJrx|*, - x,|\      OjS)*t-*i| $R,

for every pair of points (x1; x2) whose joining segment is at distance > R

from dG; (d(X) = 22-\-ll2\-1).

Proof. See [3].

Lemma 2.2. Suppose a tensor u(x) E H^(G) and

(2.3) JjV^dx^L2^)2*, Orgr^Ä,

whenever BRCG. Then, uEC^iG) and

(2.4) |Vm-1u(x2) - V'-^ii)! = CMLR-'lxz- x,\x

whenever 0 :£ |xt — x2| ^ Ä, /or every pair of points (x1; x2) in G whose join-

ing segment is at distance > R from dG.

Proof. Apply Lemma 2.1 to v = Vm~1u. The proof is completed by

applying Lemma 0.1 m — 1 times.

Lemma 2.3. Suppose i>GH?(5/i), JoRs~l\p(s) ds < 00 and

(2.5) Dm(v, Br) ^ KDm(vr, Br) + *(r),     0 < r ^ R,

for every vr: V - ivE HaöLBr).  Then for 0 <r ^R

(2.6) Dm(v, Br) £ DT(v, BR) (-0  + *r*p^ V(p) dp,

where u = [Ä7(m)]_1 (see Theorem 1.6). v and vr may be tensors.

Proof. Let <b(r) = Dm(v, Br), and for each 1/ take u = v' and define v'r

= Ur as in Theorem 1.6. Letting vr= {vr} and recalling (1.19)m we find

(a.e. in r)

Dm(vr,Br) ^l(mW(r)

and hence from (2.5) we find a.e. for 0 < r g R

(2.7) r *(r) ^M~V(r) + ^(r).

The desired result follows after multiplication of (2.7)p by the integrating

factor p"""1 and integrating from r to Ä.

In what follows, we consider functions f(x, z, p) where x = (x1, x2),

a= («„«j), [«| = oc + ai, z= [z'a\i = 1,2, ...N.O g|«| ^ m - 1; p = {pi}

i=l,2, ■••/V, |«|=m. If uEHKG) we define z(x) = ju^x) | t —1,2,

...JV, 0g|a|£ro-l  and p(x) = {u'Jx) \ i = 1,2, |a| = m. In
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order to insure the existence of a minimum for I(u,G) = faf{x,z(x),p{x)) dx

we impose (ree Theorem 0.1)

(2.8) i fix, z,p) is continuous in (x, z, p)

and convex in p for all (x, z). Moreover, there exist constants s,S,k such

that 0 <s^S and

(2.8) 2 s|p|2- k gf(x,z,p) ^S\p\2 + k.

Lemma 2.4. Suppose f satisfies (2.8), and u0 minimizes I(u,G) among

all u: u - .UoEHvKG). Then, if BrCG it follows that

(2.9) Dm(u0,Br) g -Dm(ur, Br) + — r2
s s

for all ur: ur — u0E Hw(Br).

Proof. Since H20(Br) C H20(G) we conclude that u0 is minimal for I(u, Br)

among all ur: ur - u0E H^{Br). Thus I(u0,Br) g I(u„ Br), and if we

apply (2.8)2 to this inequality, (2.9) follows.

Theorem 2.1. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.4 u0ECpn~i(G). (u0

ECm~l(G), Vm-lu0 Holder continuous for every D: DC G).

Proof. The "Dirichlet growth" necessary to apply Lemma 2.2 follows

by successively applying (2.9) and Lemma 2.3 with 1; = u0. Thus we easily

obtain a local Holder estimate. The global condition follows from some

simple metric space lemmas.

Definition 2.1. All integrals in this definition are over G.

A(u,v;G)=f v,{afk(x)u\adx; \a \ = \ß | = m,afk = < B(u, v; G) = f v,{

bfk(x)uk,ß dx, where 0 g min( | a \, \ ß \) < max( | a\, \ ß |) = m, bfk = b%. C(u, v; G)

= fv,icfk(x)u,kß dx; 0 g max(\a\,\ß\) < m, cfk = c% E(v; G) = fejv,i dx;

\a\ = m. F(v; G) = f f°v,'a dx; 0 g |a| < m. a,b,c,e, and / are measurable,

eEL2(G) and

(2.10) s,M2 = 0,1^^1 ttI2, 0<SliS,.

(2.11) f Xr(x)(\b\2 + \c\+\f\)dx^S22r2>

for all circles Br. \r is the characteristic function of Br. I(u, v;G) = A(u, v; G)

+ B(u,v;G) + C(u,v;G). L(v; G) = E(v; G) + F(v; G). Finally, we con-

sider solutions of the equation

(2.12) I(u,v;G) = L(v),

that is, functions uEH^(G) such that (2.12) holds for every vEH^G).

Lemma 2.5. If uE HUG), Gr = GO Bn

(2.13) f l/l dx g Lr2
JOr
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for every circle Br, and GCB(xuR), then f-z(x) and /|z(x)|2 are in LAG)

and

(2.14) m        f \f-z\dx^C^[Dm{u,G)]mr2'-\       0 < ß < X,

(2.15) m f \f\\z\2dx^C3g"Dm(u,G)r2x-'; 0<u<X,

where *g2 = \G\,z(x) = \u,i\J = 1,2,--.N.O g\a\ < m. Ci=LKi(X,n,m,R),
i = 2,3, remains bounded for R—»0. (u and f may be tensors.)

Proof. (2.14)i and (2.15)! are Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 of [3]. Since z(x)

G #20 we apply these results to / • z and / • z2, respectively. The lower

order terms which then appear may be handled by Poincare's inequality

[3, Theorem l.ll].

Lemma 2.5a. If uEH?(Br) and fELx(BR) satisfies (2.13) for G=BR,
then f ■ z(x) and fz(x)2 are in LX(BR) and

(2.16) [ \f-z\dx^C4\\u^Rr2x~", 0<u<X,

(2.17) f \f\\z\2dx ^ C5(\\u\\lR)2r2^, 0<U<X,
jgr

C, = LKi(X,u,m,R), i = 4, 5.

Proof. Let U £ H2o(B2R) be the function of Lemma 0.6. Extend / to be

zero outside of BR, then apply (2.14) and (2.15) to /• Z and fZ2. An appli-

cation of Lemma 0.6 completes the proof.

Lemma 2.6. There exists an R0 > 0 depending only on m, su S2, and X,

for which 0 < R ^ R0 and BR(ZG together imply that

(2.18) (I) Dm(u,BR) iS I(u,u;BR) £      + Dm(u,BR),

for all uEH^Br).

Proof. From the Schwarz inequality, Lemma 2.5 and (2.11)

\B(u,u;BR) \ ^2C3[Dm(u,BR)]R2\

\C(u,u;BR)\ C3[Dm(u,BR)]R2\

where C3 = infC3 for ß: 0 < a < X. Since C3 remains bounded as R—>0

we may find R0 so small that \B\ +\C\ g (sJ2)Dm(u, BR). The lemma

follows from (2.10).

Lemma 2.7. If u, vE Cm(G) GC£, then

wu.v)-j^(;)vuD*i (;) = (;;)•••(;;)•
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u and v may be tensors.

Proof. By induction on v.

Lemma 2.8. | Vm+1(|x - *o|) | g F(v,m)\x- x0\ ~m, x ^ x0 and m = 0,1 • • •.

Proof. (b(y) = I Vm+1(\y\) | is positively homogeneous of degree — m,

hence let F(v,m) = supw„i0(;y).

Lemma 2.9. // /iWGC;(£,), |(x) = h[(R - r) ~r(\x - x0\ - r)] and

r ^ R/2 > 0 then for constants h} = hj(v)

(2.19) I V;{(*) I £ hj(R   r) ~>, ;S-0,1,--,

whenever \x — x0\ ^ r.

Proof. By induction on with the aid of Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8. The in-

duction hypothesis is to be applied to h'[(R — r)~l(\x — x0\ — r)].

Lemma 2.10. If h and £ are as in Lemma 2.9 and in addition h(t) — 1 for

(^1/4, h(t) = 0 for t ^ 3/4, and n(i) is monotone then £EC?(BR) and

(2.19) Ao/ds /or aW x if r^ R/2 > 0.

Lemma 2.11. // £ is i/ie function of Lemma 2.10 inen D°(£m) = Hm~M<t>a(0

and

(2.20) £Ä"(m,v)(Ä-r)-W

/or 0 g |a| g m and r ^ i?/2 > 0.

Proof. By iteration of Lemma 2.7 and application of (2.19).

Lemma 2.12. Suppose that 0ECc"(G), GCE, and u £ H2(G) then <bu

£ HUG) and has compact support in G. Moreover, the formula of Lemma

2.7 continues to hold.

Proof. By approximation to u.

Theorem 2.2. Suppose BRCG, 0 < R £ R0, u £ HiiBn) and satisfies

(2.12) for each i/£ HUBR). If a,b,c,e,f are as in Definition 2.1 then for

0<r<R

(2.21) Dm(u,Br) g ft[(|i*|5i1)2+ (H£,«)2+ 1].

Proof. For £ as in Lemma 2.10, U(x) = £mu(x) and i;(i)=fl/(i)

are in HUBR). Since Dm(u, Br) ^ Dm(u, BR 2) for r < R/2 we assume

r ^ fi/2. From Lemmas 2.7 and 2.11 we find for |«| g m, and J = j (0,7,5):

0 + 7 + 5 = «, |0|>O} that vi-lT[Ui + E^^MlM«)«''*]■ Collec-
ting terms and applying the estimate of Lemma 2.11.

(2.22) v,l = t[U,i + pl(i;)u,i},      0^\y\ <\a\ ^m, \p\ ^P(m,r,R).

Analogously,
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(2.23) fu± = U,{ + ql(i)u,i,    0 £\y\ <\a\ ^ m,  \g\ ^ Q(m,r,R).

Hence, I(u,v;BR) = I(U,U;BR) + h, as follows from (2.12), (2.22) and

(2.23) where

h= f  [afk.(*) + bfk.(*)+cfk(*)]dx-L(v;BR),
JBR

* = plu,\ £/,* + q}u,ky Ui + Plqßu/yu,ks.

Ii may be estimated using A(u,v) i£ [ A(u,u)]l/2[ A(v, v)]m, and the ordi-

nary Schwarz inequality, followed by the estimates of Lemmas 2.5 and

2.5a. The inequality 2(a6) 5S ea2 + e"1^2 is used to handle terms involving

rr(U,BR). We find

(2.24) |/,| ^eC6Z)m(L/,ßß)+C6'[(||u||^1)2+(||c|^)2+l])

Q = Ce(r, R, m, X, Sb S2), CS = C'6'(r, R, m, X, Su S2, e). Choosing, e.g., tQ

^ Si/4 we see that

0 = I(u, v; BR) - L(v, BR) St I(U, U; Br) -\h\ . g; {Sl/2)Dm(U, BR) - \ LJ.

The theorem follows from (2.24) since Dm(u,Br) ^ Dm(U,BR).

Lemma 2.13. Suppose 0 < R ^ R0> BRQG, u<EH\\(Br) and (2.12)

holds for all v<EHUBR). Then if

(2.25) jg\e\2dx ^ L2^ ,    0 ^ r ^ 6;  5 = R -\xx - x0\;  0< r < ^ ;

for every circle Br= B(xur) contained in BR= B(x0,R) it follows that

(2.26) Dm(u, Br) g ( ^ Dn(ur, Br) + C7 Q ', O^r^S,

whenever u — ur£ H^B,). C7 = C7(m,s1,S1,S2,X, t,L, R,\\u\\2,R) is a quad-

ratic function of its last variable.

Proof. Define

E] = - Z bfiu.ß + en
\0\ <m

F] = - Z b>>e- Z cfku,kß + fj.
|0|-m |3|<m

From the Schwarz inequality and Lemma 2.5a, we see that

f IF\ dx =£ S\r2' + \\u\\lRS2rx + C4\\u\\^r2*"*.
J Br

Choosing, e.g, u = X/2 it follows that

(2.27) \E\\,r^{C\{\,*,R,m,S2)\u\lR+L)(^
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(2.28) .     jß | F\ dx g [ C?(S2) R, X) +1 u II £«Cf(S2, Ä, X, m) ] r\

If we define

L *„((/;/}.) = - f     £ £X + £ dx.
|_ |a|=m |o|<m J

Then

(2.29) A(u,t;;J3r) = L*u(v,Br)   for all u £ H2Q(Br).

Since A (u, t/; J3r) is a scalar product, equivalent to the usual one on HUB,),

the Riesz representation theorem asserts the existence of £/r£ H20(Br)

which satisfies (2.29). Then, estimating the right side of (2.29) and employ-

ing (2.10), (2.27) and (2.28), we find

Dm(Ur,Br) gsr2[|£||L+cv].

Now, being careful to check the definition of C4 (we have taken u = X/2)

it follows that

(2.30) Dm(Ur,Br) ̂s1-2[C41+ C?||u||£«](02',

C7 = ^.»„S^X.r.L,/?), i = 4,5.

Let Vr = u — L/r. From the Pythagorean property of A, Vr minimizes

A among all ur: u — ur£ H2o(Bi) and

A(u, u; Br) = A(Un Ur; Br) + A( Vr, Vr; Br)

so that

Dm(u,Br) gsr'A^.u) ^^Dm(Ur,Br) +^Dm(ur,Br).
Sl s,

The proof of the lemma is completed by applying (2.30) to the right side.

3. Final regularity results for the variational problem. In addition to the

previous notation and restrictions on / (see §2) we now require

(3.1) /EC"   for all (x,z,p).

(3.2) There are functions s,(Ä), S^R) defined for all R^O such that

0 < s^R) g S,(R) and

PaPß

for all (x,z,p): \x\2 + \z\2 g R2.

(3.3) There is a function S2(R) defined for all R ^ 0 such that £?_i<r<

^S2(R)\p\2 for all (x,z,p): \x\2 + \z\2 g R2, where

-4 = Zl/^'|.-5 = Z/V„.
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All indices except / are summed, and over their full range.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose u £ H2(G) D Cm_1(G) and f£C(G). // +(\)

= I(u + Af, G) then

f(0) = fj/Jzi[x,z(x),p(x)]dx+fGir'JPi[x,z(x),p(x)]dx.

Proof. Expand f[x,z(x) + Af(x),p(x) + A;r(x)] about (x,z(x),p(x)) us-

ing Taylor's formula with integral remainder. Then integrate over G and

calculate the difference quotient [^(A) — ̂ (0)]/A. Because of the con-

tinuity of u, smoothness of f, and conditions (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) we obtain

dominated convergence for the sequence of integrands in question for

|A| = 1. Allowing A—»0 completes the proof.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose u £ H2(G) C\ Cm_1(C7), ̂'(0) = 0 and u has the

growth properties of Lemma 2.4. Then u £ C"(G) f) H^+i(D) for each D:

DC G.

Proof. We show that the conclusions of the theorem hold in some neigh-

borhood of each point in G. It is then easy to prove the global result.

First suppose B(x0,fli)CG, 0<R3<R2<Ri, and R2 - R3 = Rx - R2

= h0^d(BRvdG). If vEC:(BR3), we let f = v(x - hey) - v(x), where

ey is the unit vector in the xy direction. Then

(3.4) 0 =  f \fJ[ v,{(x - hey) - v,Ux) ] + fp{ [ v,i(x - hey) - v,i(x) ]} dx.
JBR2

Now, break up (3.4) into four integrals; translate variables in those two

which involve x — hey; recombine and factor v,{. Using the device g(l)

— g(0) = ßlg'{t)dt we find that uh = h~1[u(x + hey) — u(x)] satisfies

(2.12) with G=B(x0,R3) for all vEC?(BR3) and

at-fQ fi4{Pt]dt,   b$= - £ fi4[Pt]dt,

d% = ̂  L>j\Pt]dt,       - £ UAPA*

fi,= - UAP,]dt,

Pt=[x + the,, (1 - t)z(x) + tz(x + hey), (1 - t)p(x) + tp(x + hey)].

Using conditions (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and the continuity of |z(x)| we may

verify

(3.5) Si(Q) kl2 ^ 0&(*)«4*j g SMW2

and for \h\ = h0, Gr = B(xu r) n B(x0, R3)

(3.6) f(IM2 + M +|/*| +\e„\2)dx^Slr2\
JGr
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The bounds are independent of ft but depend on u. In making the estimate

(3.6) we must use the fact that the integral growth condition does not

depend on the center of the circle. If we let R4 = min(R3,R0), where R0

is the radius of Lemma 2.6, we find that un satisfies the requirements of

Theorem 2.2 on BRi. From Lemma 0.3 we find that uh—>uzy in H2~\Br^.

All the more, the HZ'^BrJ norms are bounded for some ft^ 0 <|A| ^ fti

^ ft0. From Theorem 2.2 we infer that the H2[ B(x0, Ä5)] norms of uh

are uniformly bounded for any Rb < R4. Hence for a subsequence of ft

tending to zero, the weak relative compactness implies that un — u*,

u* £ H2(Br5) (Lemma 0.4). Since weak H2 convergence implies strong

H?-1 convergence (Lemma 0.5) we conclude that uxy = u* £ H2(BRs),

i.e., uEHrl(BR&).

Finally, the uniform boundedness of the H2 norms on BR& together with

Lemma 2.13 yields a uniform Holder condition for Vm 'u^ for |ft| ^ fti on

B^, R6 < R5. From equicontinuity, a subsequence converges uniformly,

hence, Vm_1u^ satisfies the same Holder condition on B(x0,R6).
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